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MEMBER INFO 
 
Dear Members, 

We thank you for sending some positive comments appreciating our efforts to develop our Newsletter. We 
have the ambition to continue to fill the Member info section with more own articles, coverage of various 
events and inform about new upcoming events – everything from Embassy invitations and information 
seminars to sport and culture events having a connection with our region. In this issue you have plenty of 
examples of coming events, so hope to see some of you at these.  

Heinz Sjögren, CEO 
 

New ambassador of Sweden in Moscow, Russia 
 
Dear members and friends, we are pleased to present the new Swedish Ambassador 
to the Russian Federation, Ms. Malena Mård, who arrived in Moscow on the 3rd of 
September. On the same day she presented her credentials to the Deputy Minister 
of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation Mr. Vladimir Titov. Ms. Mård has 
previously worked in Russia from 1995 to 1998, at the Consulate General of Sweden 
in St. Petersburg. During her career she has also worked at the Permanent Mission 
of Sweden to the EU in Brussels and at the Swedish Foreign Ministry in Stockholm, 
where she was the director of the Department of Eastern Europe and Central Asia, 
as well as headed the EU Delegation in Azerbaijan. Ms. Mård speaks English, 
German, French and Russian.   

 
 
 

 
New ambassador of Sweden in Kyiv, Ukraine  

 
We are also pleased to present Mr. Tobias Thyberg who was appointed Ambassador 
of Sweden to Ukraine and arrived in Kyiv in September 2019. A career diplomat, Mr. 
Tobias Thyberg served as Ambassador of Sweden to Afghanistan until August 2019. 
His previous diplomatic postings include Swedish Missions in New Delhi, Moscow, 
Washington, DC, as well as the Swedish Representation to the European Union in 
Brussels and the Delegation of the European Union to Tbilisi. 
Mr. Thyberg holds an MSc. in political science from the University of Uppsala and an 
MSc. in international economics from the Stockholm School of Economics. In 
addition to Swedish, he speaks English, German, Russian, French, and Spanish. For 
more information please click here.  

 

 

https://www.swedenabroad.se/en/embassies/ukraine-kiev/about-us/ambassador/
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Career day at Uppsala University 

On Thursday October 3rd the Chamber of 
Commerce attended the Career Day at Uppsala 
University. 

To their newly started Master-programme at IRES 
– the Institute for Russian and Eurasian Studies, 
more than 20 students have enrolled. These 
students will later be interested in internships and 
possible ideas for their upcoming essays. Please 
let us in the Chamber know if your company or 
organisation has some interest in more detailed 
information and contacts with IRES.   

 

The new leadership in Ukraine  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On Monday September 30th Ms. Liubov Tsybulska from the Ukraine Crisis Media Center in Kyiv gave a very 
good background on the present political situation in Ukraine and especially the pro and cons with the 
new president, Volodymyr Zelensky, and “his” new government. The event was held at ABF in Stockholm 
and moderated by Henrik Hallgren. 
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Bandy World Cup in Sandviken, Sweden  

 

For the 11th year in a row, the Bandy World Cup is being held in Sandviken, the world's most prestigious 
Bandy tournament for club teams. This year's World Cup will take place on 9-13 of October in Sandviken. 
The group breakdown and schedule are presented here. In this year’s World Cup there are a total of 20 
teams with 13 teams representing Sweden, one team from Finland and six teams from Russia. The 
tournament begins with a match between Sandviken AIK and SKA Neftyanik. We have many great matches 
to look forward to! 
 

 
Sweden and Azerbaijan Bridge Building event 

 
The association “Integration and Development Center” and its 
founder Ulrika Nazimson are happy to invite you to a seminar 
about Azerbaijan and its future business opportunities in 
Stockholm on October 17th. During this wine & dining event you 
will also have the opportunity to mingle with other Swedish 
companies as well as official representatives from Azerbaijan 

and Sweden.  
Ulrika is originally from Azerbaijan herself and has an insigt in both Swedish and Azerbaijani business 
culture. She currently works as a Business Developer in the Life Science sector and has a background in 
marketing, sales and customer service.  
This event will take place at Scandic Continental, please RSVP by 4th of October to 
integdevecenter@gmail.com.  

 
 
Information meeting on Russia and Ukraine at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
 
Welcome to a breakfast meeting on the topic of the political and economic situation in Russia and Ukraine. 
The meeting takes place on the 24th of October 08:30 - 10:30 at the International Press Center at the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, Fredsgatan 6, Stockholm. Please register by 17th of October at ud.konferens-ec@gov.se. Do 
not forget to bring a valid passport or ID! For more information click here.  
Welcome to participate! 
 
 

http://bandyworldcup.com/2019/09/04/gruppindelning-och-spelschema-klart/
mailto:integdevecenter@gmail.com
mailto:ud.konferens-ec@gov.se
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L3LiT1If1j_AkB2GfqbVbZW9pinZZAyO/view?usp=sharing
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World Dystopia - an art exhibition by Carl Håkan Källåker 
 

 
 
Carl Håkan Källåker invites you to his exhibition “World Dystopia”, which will run until 13th of October at 
a gallery in Storgatan 25, Stockholm, Sweden. Carl Håkan is a board professional and a financial 
consultant who has worked for many years in senior banking positions in Sweden and abroad. The 
knowledge from this profession today influenced his paintings, some of the motives are inspired by 
Russian culture. Please RSVP to hakankallaker@yahoo.com!  
 

 
Russian music concert with a brass ensemble 
 
Join us for an evening filled with music on the 12th of October 18:00 in Stefanskyrkan (Frejgatan 20B). 
Stockholm Brass Orchestra conducted by Niclas Blixt will perform compositions by Agapkin, Borodin, 
Rimsky-Korsakov and others. Entrance fee: 60 SEK. See the poster here.  
 

 
Russian theatre in Stockholm 
 
Elmagård Capital AB is a permanent member of Chamber of Commerce for CIS countries and dealing 
with Russian theatre tours, involving famous movie and theatre stars. In September we had the 
pleasure of seeing a comedy “A Man with home delivery” in Intiman Theatre. This light and humorous 
play told us an incredible life story where all characters end up in comic situation in pursuit of their 
personal happiness.  
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1s2ZwIwMkteVPDL3JmEwSkNPy2c5wfbeW/view?usp=sharing
mailto:hakankallaker@yahoo.com
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ai4PAfnvseL_SY74jpV2zCnnd_aMzRLK/view?usp=sharing
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If you are interested in exploring Russian culture and art, please, join us at the theatre INTIMAN 
(Odengatan 81, Stockholm) on the 7th of November, to enjoy the premiere of a classical performance 
based on the play by A.Ostrovskiy "Crazy money " with famous actors Boris Khvashnianskiy, Ivan 
Stebunov, Kirill Grebenschikov and other artists from Moscow leading theaters.  Purchase tickets here.  

 

SCRS presentation  

In connection with the board meeting in the 
Chamber on the September 12th at East Capital, 
the CEO of the member company Swedish Center 
for Russian Studies (SCRS), Mr. Patrik Jotun, gave 
a presentation of their activities and services. 
SCRS offers a wide range of analytical research 
reports.  

Please see www.scrs.se for more information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://showtic.se/forestallningar/galna-pengar/
http://www.scrs.se/
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GTR Nordics 2019 - a networking event 

 

 

Also this year our Chamber is promoting the excellent and outstanding networking event "GTR Nordics". 
GTR Nordics 2019 will return to Stockholm on November 19th. With an expected attendance of over 450 
of the region’s top trade finance experts, insurers, bankers, ECAs, technology innovators, government 
bodies and corporates of all sizes. 15 % discounts are available for the members in our Chamber and for 
manufacturing companies there are even possibilities to apply for complimentary participation. Please 
contact us for more information about these options! For general information, please follow the link.  

 

Calendar 
 
October 3rd - 13th Exhibition “Dystopia World” (Stockholm, Sweden)  
October 9th - 13th Bandy World Cup (Sandviken, Sweden) 
October 12th Brass Orchestra Concert in Stefanskyrka (Stockholm, Sweden) 
October 17th  Sweden and Azerbaijan Bridge Building Event (Stockholm, Sweden) 
October 24th  Information meeting on political and economical situation in Russia and Ukraine  
(Stockholm, Sweden) 
November 7th  Russian Theatre at Intiman “Crazy money” (Stockholm, Sweden) 
November 17th GTR Nordics networking event (Stockholm, Sweden) 
 
  

https://www.gtreview.com/events/europe/gtr-nordics-2019/#tab_do
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ECONOMY & POLITICS 

Russia  
North Stream - completed by November 
By November, the construction of the Nord Stream 2 

Russia-Germany trans-Baltic gas pipeline will be 

complete, says Viktor Zubkov, Gazprom board 

chairman. He tells that they are prepared to bypass 

Bornholm if Denmark won’t give permission. Already 

83% of the pipe length has been laid. (Energy-

reporters.com, 05.10) 

Manufacturers see decreased production 
In August, PMI-index for the Russian manufacturing 

industry fell from 49.3 points till 49.1, which is the 

third consecutive month hitting below the 50.0 

benchmark. In particular, the export industry has 

been declining.  (Kommersant.ru, 02.09) 

Deflation hits Russia in August 
In August, Rosstat recorded deflation (-0.2%, y-o-y) 

for the first time in two years. (Vedomosti.ru, 05.09) 

Central Bank lowers economic forecast 
The Central Bank lowers its forecast for the growth 

rate of the Russian economy in 2019, from 1.0–1.5 to 

0.8–1.3%. The regulator also lowers the expectation 

on GDP growth for the next two years to 1.5–2% in 

2020 and 1.5–2.5% in 2021. (Vedomosti, 06.09) 

Central Bank lowers refinance rate 
The Central Bank has lowered the key refinance rate 

by 0.25bp, from 7.25% to 7.0% per annum. This was 

the third rate cut in this year. Now the refinance rate 

is at lowest level since 2014. According to Central 

Bank, it’s likely that refinance rate will be lowered 

even further in this year. (Kommersant.ru, 06.09) 

 Public sector has negative net debt 
Russia’s net public debt fell below zero for the first 

time after the introduction of the sanctions and the 

collapse of oil prices in 2014. Liquid assets from 

federal authorities, regions and extrabudgetary state 

funds – exceeds both foreign and domestic debts of 

federal government, regions and municipalities. 

(Rbc.ru, 10.09) 

 

 

 

Unemployment at historic low 
In August, the Russian labor force (aged 15 years and 

older) amounted to 75.7 million people, or 52% of the 

total population. At the same time, the unemployment 

rate hit 4.3%, which is at historic low (compared with 

4.4% in June 1991). (Rbc.ru, 18.09) 

Belarus  
GDP grows by 1.1% in January-August 
In the period January-August, Belarus’ GDP grew by 

1.1%, y-o-y, according to the National Statistics 

Committee. (Belta.by, 16.09) 

Fitch keeps Belarus credit rating at “B” 
Fitch has affirmed Belarus “Long-Term Foreign- and 

Local-Currency Issuer Default Ratings” at “B”, with 

“stable outlook”. Belarus rating reflects reducing 

government debt, growing FX reserves, and clean 

debt repayment history, Fitch says. (Belta.by, 24.09) 

Ukraine 
 S&P and Fitch upgrade Ukraine’s credit 

rating 
S&P has upgraded Ukraine’s sovereign debt rating at 

”B” from ”B-”, with a “Stable outlook”, following a 

similar upgrade by Fitch, just weeks before. “The 

country's economy is recovering and the debt-to-GDP 

ratio is declining,” wrote Standard & Poor's. (Rt.com, 

28.09; Emerging-europe.com, 09.09) 

China is Ukraine’s largest trading partner 
China has displaced Russia as Ukraine’s largest 

trading partner, according to the National Bank of 

Ukraine. In the first quarter of this year, China-

Ukraine trade represented 10.6% of Ukraine’s foreign 

trade. The foreign trade with Russia now represents 

9.7%. With new Russian sanctions imposed on 

Ukraine this summer, China’s lead role is expected to 

increase. Poland is the third largest trading partner 

with Ukraine. (Emerging-europe.com, 30.09) 
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Huge land reform under way 
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy’s 

government is preparing to launch a large-scale land 

reform in 2020, opening the land market to foreign 

owners. Ukrainian citizens and Ukraine-registered 

companies, regardless of the origin of their beneficial 

owners (apart from Russians), will be allowed to buy 

land. In order to prevent excessive concentration, 

there will be caps of 0.5% of the total area nationwide 

and 15% of the total area in a specific region. 

(FT.com, 02.09; Financial-world.org, 04.09; 

Businesslive.co.za, 21.09) 

FDI growth accelerates in 1H of 2019 
In first half of 2019, foreign direct investment in 

Ukraine grew by USD 840mln to reach USD 33.7bln in 

equity capital, which is a 2.6% increase compared 

with the corresponding period of last year. 

(Emerging-europe.com, 03.09) 

Armenia  
FDI increases by 20% in 1H 2019 
In 1H of 2019, the total foreign investment in the real 

sector of Armenia has increased by 26% and foreign 

direct investments by 20%. (News.am.eng, 06.09) 

GDP grows by 6.8% in 1H 2019 
In first half of 2019, Armenia's GDP grew by 6.8%, y-

o-y. A key reason to the growth was attributed to 

improved tax collection. (Arka.am, 16.09) 

Azerbaijan 

GDP to grow by 2.4% in 2020 
According to the Azeri government, the GDP growth 

for 2020 will reach 2.4%. At the same time, IMF 

forecasts the GDP growth to hit 2.1% in 2020. For this 

year, IMF projects a growth of 2.7%. (Azernews.az, 

20.09; 24.09) 

 

 

 

 

 

Fitch keeps Azerbaijan’s credit rating 
Fitch keeps Azerbaijan’s sovereign credit rating at 

“BB+”. Key drivers of the credit rating were the ability 

to maintain a surplus of external balance in trade 

relations and a low level of external public debt 

relative to GDP. (Menafn.com, 04.10) 

Kazakhstan  
GDP growth hit 4.3% in 7 month period 
In the period of January-July, Kazakhstan’s economy 

has grew by 4.3%. The key drivers of the growth were 

high level of investments and stable inflation rate. 

(Inform.kz, 10.09) 

Georgia 

FDI drops by 54% in 1H 2019 
In first half of 2019, foreign direct investment (FDI) in 

the Georgian economy totalled USD 473mln, which is 

a drop of 54% compared with the same period of 

2018. The key reason to the dramatic drop in FDI is 

that a huge gas pipeline construction project is now 

completed. (Emerging-europe.com, 10.09; 

azernews.az, 30.09) 
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BUSINESS & FINANCE 

Russia  
Bridgestone invest in Ulyanovsk 
The Japanese tire manufacturer, Bridgestone, intends 

to increase production at its production facility in 

Ulyanovsk. The project will include a new logistics 

centre. The investment is estimated at EUR 15mln. 

(Regnum.ru, 17.09) 

Japanese pellets production in Far-East 
The Japanese company, Wind-Smile, plans to put up a 

wood processing/ pellets plant in Primorye, in the 

Far-East of Russia. The planned investment volume 

will amount to RUB 430mln. The purpose of the 

production is to export the pellets. (News2world.net, 

03.09) 

Chinese investment in milk production 
Russia’s AFK Sistema and China’s major diary 

company, Mengniu Dairy, are planning to put up a 

joint venture in Primorye, in the Far-East. The JV 

intends to annually produce 500,000 tons of milk. The 

project can be the largest of its kind in the world and 

the investment is estimated at up to RUB 45bln. 

(Kommersant.ru, 03.09) 

Iveco to localize production 
In Russia, the Italian automaker Iveco plans to 

localize the production of light commercial vehicles, 

medium-tonnage trucks, and increase the production 

of heavy trucks. Iveco’s hope is to twofold the sales in 

the Russian market within 3-5y. The investment is 

estimated at up to EUR 100mln. (Tass.ru, 09.09) 

Logistic company invests near St. 

Petersburg 
The Belgian logistics company, Ahlers, will invest EUR 

3mln in the construction of a new regional 

headquarter, near St. Petersburg. In addition, the 

company intends to put up a warehouse on the same 

plot. Ahlers says that the Russian market is of top 

priority for the company. (Kommersant.ru, 06.09) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

K.Hartwall produces equipment for retail  
The Finnish manufacturer, K.Hartwall, intends to 

start production in Russia.  The company plans to put 

up a factory for retail equipment, located in St. 

Petersburg. The initial investment amounts to EUR 

5mln. The factory will produce freight carts, 

containers and platforms for retail companies. 

(Fontanka.ru, 11.09) 

UPM to invest EUR 50mln in Novgorod 
UPM, the Finnish forestry group, plans to modernize 

and expand its existing production site in Chudovo, in 

the Novgorod region. The investment amounts to EUR 

50mln and includes a new production line and a new 

biofule boiler house. (Lesprominform.ru, 12.09) 

Italians to build wind farm in Murmansk 
The Italian energy giant, Enel, has started the 

construction of the northernmost wind farm in 

Russia. The wind farm will be located in Murmansk 

and the amount of investment is EUR 273mln. At the 

site, there will be 57 wind turbines in place with an 

installed capacity of 201 MW. (Vz.ru, 19.09) 

French to produce seed plants in 

Voronezh 
The French company, Euralis Semences, plans to 

build a seed plant in the Voronezh region. The plan is 

to produce 620,000 oilseed units (including 

sunflower, corn, sorghum, rapeseed), annually. 

Investments amount to RUB 2.3bln. (Kommersant.ru, 

24.09) 
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Ukraine 

German producer of agricultural 

machines invest in Ukraine 
The German company, Horsch Maschinen, will invest 

EUR 4.5mln in an office, warehouse and training 

centre in Ukraine. Horsch is a major producer of 

agricultural machinery. (Novostiua.net, 03.09) 

German wind farms near Odessa 
The German company Notus Energy will build three 

large-scale wind farms with a total capacity of 270 

MW in the southern Ukraine, near Odessa. In total 

there will be 54 turbines with a capacity of 5 MW 

each. The investor plans to complete the construction 

by 2021. (Obozrevatel.com, 16.09) 

Dutch to invest in grain transport 

complex 
The Rotterdam based grain trader, Louis Dreyfus 

Company, intend to invest USD 100mln in a grain 

transhipment complex at Odessa Port, including an 

acquisition of up to 1,000 rail grain hopper wagons. 

The EBRD is lending up to USD 35mln to the project. 

(Railwaygazette.com, 12.09) 

Belarus  

EBRD invests in motorway construction 
EBRD is exploring the possibility to co-finance the 

reconstruction and modernization of 12 bridges and 

the M3 road between Minsk-Vitebsk. The total cost of 

the project is estimated at EUR 375mln. (Belta.by, 

11.09) 

Belarus’ largest wind park 
A Turkish company, Guris Construction and 

Engineering, has raised USD 40mln to finance the 

largest wind energy project in Belarus. The energy 

project, which will have a capacity of 25 MW, will be 

located in the Vitebsk region. (Emerging-europe.com, 

12.09) 

 

 

 

 

 Azerbaijan  

Chinese to manufacture car tires 
The Chinese based company CNEEC intends to invest 

USD 300mln in the construction of a car tire factory in 

Azerbaijan. (Topof.ru, 23.09) 

Kazakhstan  

Nokia to put up 5G network 
Nokia will establish a 5G network in Kazakhstan. 

Investments in the project will exceed USD 1bln of 

approximately half will be contributed by the Nordic 

Investment Bank. (Inform.kz, 11.09)  

Chinese to invest in data centre 
A Chinese-Kazakh joint venture will invest USD 

100mln in a data centre in Nur Sultan (previously 

Astana). The data centre will be managed by Powerry, 

an international company with Kazakhstani 

participation, and CETC International, a state-owned 

company of China. (Astanatimes.com, 02.10; 

Ru.sputniknews.kz, 12.09) 

Kyrgyzstan  
EBRD invests in water supply system 
EBRD intends to invest (blended of loan and grant) 

EUR 9.3mln in renovations of water supply and 

sewerage system in the town of Jalal-Abad. (Trend.az, 

09.09) 

Uzbekistan 

Major Chinese investment in wind power 
Chinese plan to construct wind farms with a total 

capacity of 1,500 MW, located in the Bukhara region 

of Uzbekistan. The project investment is estimated at 

USD 1.8bln. (Interfax.az, 24.09)  
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Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS 
The Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS is an information, contact and service organisation. The mission of 
the Chamber is to promote trade between Sweden - Russia and the CIS, as well as to work as a forum for new ideas and 
exchanging of experiences. 
To order subscription of this newsletter, please contact Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS. See contact 
information below. 

 

 
 
 
                
 
 

Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS Contacts 
Secretariat contacts: 
Regina Guvenius 

Tel: (+46)-70-4501945 
info@swedishrussian.com 
www.swedishrussian.com 

 
 
 

              
 
 

About Newsletter Content 
The Swedish Chamber of Commerce for Russia & CIS newsletter is produced 
by iBIC Russia Ltd, a business information and PR company.  
The newsletter contains information from selected media sources.  
iBIC does not take responsibility for incorrect information originated in the 
source material. 
www.ibic.se 
info@ibic.se 

 
 

 

mailto:info@swedishrussian.com
http://www.swedishrussian.com/
http://www.ibic.se/
mailto:info@ibic.se

